Kiowa Tribe
AOA/Title VI Program
P.O. Box 369 Carnegie, OK  73015-0369
580/654-6315 or 580/654-6314
Mission Statement: “Promoting Cohesive Nutritional Services with Hospitality and improving upon the Quality of Life through Kiowa AOA Supportive Services”.

KIOWA AOA GRASS CUTTING INTAKE APPLICATION

Elder Participant Name:________________________ Date:___________
Address:___________________________________________
City/State:________________________________________ Zip Code:__________
County of Residence:________________________ Age:__________
Home Phone:________________________ Message Phone:_______________
Physical Address__________________________________________________________________________

A COMPLETED INTAKE APPLICATION AND COLOR COPY OF DEGREE OF INDIAN BLOOD VERIFICATION MUST BE SUBMITTED ONE TIME PER SEASON BEFORE RECEIVING SERVICES. APPLICANT MUST BE 60 YEARS OR OLDER AND A MEMBER OF A FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBE.

The Standard Grass Cutting Package consists of removing light debris from yard before cutting grass & weed eating, if, elder is physically unable to. Tree Cutting Removal is performed only if requested and consists of trimming small tree branches away from house or driveway or cutting down small trees. (INITIAL IF YOU AGREE) ________.

I understand that the Kiowa AOA Program does not loan out Lawn equipment ________.

I understand that it is my responsibility to request Grass Cutting anytime ________.

I understand the AOA Program is not liable for any City Citations at anytime ________.

I understand that inclement weather, broken mowers, or short staff sometimes occurs and that the AOA Program is not responsible for those circumstances ________.

___________________________________________               _________________________________
AOA ELDER PARTICIPANT / DATE                                AOA DIRECTOR / DATE

For AOA Program Staff: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
________Approved Pull file and circle each time grass is cut
________Disapproved and elder receives service for this season.

Serving American Indian elderly in southwest Oklahoma through Senior Nutrition and Caregiver Support Programs of the Older Americans Act